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HORIZON Contact Centers

About Horizon

Our History

Horizon Contact Centers is East and Central Africa’s first
state-of-the-art and fully on demand International Contact
Center and Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) Facility. Horizon
has a world-class facility within Nairobi, Kenya fully enabled to
service the global market by deploying the best of breed
technology to run its operations 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Horizon Contact Centers was formed in November 2008 when a
group of investors and BPO Consultants saw that the future in
Kenya’s ICT sector lay in its ability to be a competitive player in
the Business Process Outsourcing space. With advantages such
as the Skills and talent availability, operating environment,
communications
infrastructure
and
cost
competitive
environment, Horizon Contact Centers was incorporated with a
view to building a World Class BPO Facility.

The facility has over 40,000 sq ft and the scalability to house
over 1,200 agents, making us the largest Outsourcing Contact
Center in the entire region. We have over 5,000 sq/ft dedicated
to our training and recruitment departments. This enables us to
process large intakes of staff and accommodate them in a
modern and well equipped environment ensuring continuous
skills development for our best in class workforce.

Our Growth Milestones
JUNE 2010

Horizon moves to 24x7 operations.

At Horizon our ethos is that the core of our operations is our
people. We have a work friendly and conducive environment
that will allow our staff to enjoy an on-site Bistro, Internet
Café, Chill Out Zones, Library and provision for a Doctor’s
surgery.

MARCH 2010

Horizon signs a multi-year deal with one of Kenya's
largest telecom companies.

JANUARY 2010

Horizon recruits experienced CEO to provide leadership
and strategic direction.

The Horizon’s Management Team has a combined experience of
over 60 years in the Outsourcing/BPO sector. They have
collectively amongst themselves implemented, operated and
managed Contact Centers and BPO`s in the U.K, U.S, South
Africa, India and Kenya with great success.

Horizon attributed to making Kenya a preferred BPO
destination with its global standards approach.

OCTOBER 2009

First local client. Horizon begins servicing one of the
largest Telecom companies in Kenya for customer service.

Our environment is designed to be your Captive. We see all our
partnerships with the view that we are an extension to your
business.

JULY 2009
First International Client.

Horizon believes firmly in establishing Kenya as a major
Outsourcing destination. We have fully allocated operational
agents workstations within the Center to encourage local and or
international operators to base their business in our facility. This
will allow outsourcers to access state of the art facilities and
best of breed technology without large start-up costs.

JULY 2009

SEACOM, Kenya's second fibre optic becomes operational.

JUNE 2009

Horizon goes "LIVE" and is ready for business.

APRIL 2009

At Horizon we have a complete redundant electrical
infrastructure with dual backup UPS, Generators and a central
monitoring security room connected to facility access control
and CCTV systems. Backed by competent management and a
commitment to relentless attention to quality and excellence,
we ensure that the clients business is in safe hands.

TEAMS fibre optic cable becomes operational and Kenya's first
terrestrial link.

JANUARY 2009

Facility build out begins.

DECEMBER 2008

A lease for an ultra modern 8 storey building with 50,000 sq ft
is signed.

OCTOBER 2008

Horizon Incorporated.
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Mission , Vision & Objectives
Mission
To establish a market leadership position in contact center and
BPO services in Kenya and the region. We shall achieve this by
utilizing the talent pool Kenya has to offer in developing best
labour force in the industry, leveraging Kenya’s well developed
Information and Communication Technology infrastructure and
providing an innovative and progressive approach to our clients
thereby delivering real value.

Vision

We leverage our established operations infrastructure, leadingedge tools, integrated processes, industry- leading practices
and the knowledge of our highly experienced and motivated
workforce to manage critical services cost-effectively and with
improved quality.
We actively engage customers with creative solutions for their
needs and develop the relationships in their customer portfolio.
Our services help clients achieve excellence in contact center
operations and Business Process Outsourcing. We help clients go
beyond reducing their total cost by improving quality and
efficiency.

Potential Benefits of Outsourcing:

Our vision is to be Kenya’s premier provider of contact center
Increased focus on your processes: Increased efficiency and
and BPO services to local, regional and global customers.
effectiveness

Documented Standard Operating Procedures: To improve

Objectives
Employment - To create employment amongst Kenya’s youth

and skilled workforce.

Sustainable Growth - To grow the business profitably at a
rate that is both demanding and sustainable, leading the
industry through innovation.

processes and service levels

Definition and measurement of Service Levels: Business
and performance linked metrics

Flexibility: Change metrics to align to changing business needs
and trends

Takes your processes to the ‘best in class’ category

Talent Development – To create a workforce that is
multifaceted in business skills by empowering them with cross Advantage Kenya
training and opportunity. Providing the workforce an Kenya has many advantages as a BPO destination. When
opportunity to shine with the values that Horizon pride itself on. considering Kenya as an outsourcing destination, Horizon views
Contribution to the Economy – By creating employment and five distinct factors that give Kenya a competitive advantage
furthermore opportunity, Horizon will inevitably contribute to over other emerging BPO destinations:
the growth of the country, giving Kenya that competitive edge it
Skill and Talent Availability: Kenyans have good language
deserves.
skills and neutral accents giving Kenyans a distinct strength in
the contact center field. There is a sufficient pool of
graduates available to service clients.

Contact Centers & Outsourcing

The Operating Environment: The Government is
committed to developing the sector as one of its pillars of
growth. This is evident in the financial commitments already
made and the drive to develop the telecommunications
infrastructure required for a BPO sector to escalate.

At Horizon, we understand the key drivers that lead to
businesses` transforming their customer focus. These global
business trends include innovative customer service and
products, reduced time-to-market, comfort with technology
and availability of information.

The Communications Infrastructure: The government and
the private sector have proven their commitment to giving
the region a World- class infrastructure with four players
having established fiber- optic links. (TEAMS, SEACOM, LION
and EASSY.)

We work with our clients to significantly improve their customer
contact operations by supporting their overall business strategy
and promoting a high performance environment. We help lower
operational costs and capital expenditure, while enhancing
customer loyalty by improving the customer experience.
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Cost Competitive Environment: On a global scale, Kenya
is cost competitive even when compared to Egypt, India and
South Africa. The labour cost (for basic voice) is competitive
in Kenya when compared to other destinations.

Create Virtual Extensions for our clients that allows them
highest flexibility, visibility and control. This would be
provided through rights to interview Key personnel dedicated
to their accounts, right to provide feedback on performance,
joint setting of goals and rewards and recognition program,
inculcating client values, co-branding of the floor and the
like.

Regional Hub: Kenya is East and Central Africa’s regional

business hub, with International Banking Facilities, United
Nations Headquarters, center for Non- governmental and
Relief Organizations serving the region, First choice for
Multi-National firms to enter the Regional Market.

Ability to provide end to end solutions.

What Our Marquee Customers Say?

Our Ethos
Horizons operations are a seamless extension of our clients’
office. Our strong operating culture defines our process
effectiveness that aims at delivering real business results and
strategic value to our clients. We integrate our capabilities with
those of our client’s to drive business process effectiveness with
the objective to increase efficiencies and improve business
outcomes. Some of our guiding principles are:

“Orange Kenya is happy to be associated with Horizon Contact Centers.
As an Outsourcer, HCC has been responsive to our expectations as their
Customer and has invested in time to learn our needs as well as our
Customers’ expectations. Their plan is to continuously work towards
improving on Customer Care delivery. The team is eager to learn about
our products and services, and also eager to educate our Customers on
the same. Orange Kenya’s endeavor is to make our Customer Care
Delivery the differentiator in this market.

Service delivery - Whatever we do, we must be
approachable and we must deliver on what we have stated.
Integrity and a problem-solving attitude at all levels.
Team work – We consider our clients as our partners. We
work closely and transparently with our partners.

Orange Kenya appreciates the service delivery provided by Horizon
Contact Centers thus far. The team has shown dedication and
professionalism in our partnership. The team’s friendly yet professional
attitude is one of the reasons of our intention to have a long term
partnership.”

Our people - Ensure our most prized asset have the tools,

time and encouragement to take advantage of opportunities
to learn more and add more value to our clients needs and
values.

Orange Kenya Customer Care Management Group

Continuous Improvement - Constant review and updating
of our skill sets and Service Delivery.

Customer Centric - We see our relationships with clients as
strategic, long term, and enduring.

Our Clients
Horizon’s goal is to work with strategic clients and building deep
long-term partnerships. Our partnerships are formed on the
following guiding principles:

“This training could not have happened at a better time. It has among
other things, created a bond in the team. It helped break the ice and form
a strong foundation. Pay TV is supposed to be very busy but full of fun and
the humour that was incorporated in the training complimented that quite
well. I don’t think we could have made a better decision. Thank you very
much”

Ability to deliver Business Outcomes that are not just mere
work transfer or labour arbitrage but by working with the
clients and improving their revenues, margins, cash flows,
customer retention and delivering ongoing productivity and
process efficiency.

Evelyn Ngundo, General Manager Operations
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“As an organisation based around customer service operating in a
competitive market, we were keen to find a professional and committed
contact centre to outsource some of our operations to. With the
aforementioned in mind we contacted the team at Horizon to discuss
possible opportunities. From the word go we were impressed with the
dedication and enthusiasm shown and as the relationship progressed from
initial discussion, through scope of work to launch the commitment shown
put pay to the pressures and concerns of such a task. At every step of the
way the team in Nairobi remained focused on the joint goal. The
experience has been invaluable and we feel it is fair to say that we gained
in more than one sense by choosing Horizon Contact Centers as a Strategic
Partner.”

“We approached Horizon seeking a solution to data migration during
our system implementation. They demonstrated understanding of
our needs and provided us with a great package. My team and I were
impressed by the responsiveness and professionalism of everybody
there, their state of the art, secure facilities, and the well selected,
high performance agents. The facilitation is great, and we have a
dedicated relationship manager. All this plus the fact that it is
affordably priced has put us in a great place to deal with the
challenge data migration poses, and I can say that this is going very
well”.
Newton Nderitu, IT and Infrastructure Manager

Jason McClean, Operations Director

"The Horizon Contact Centers team consistently delivers high quality,
timely results. We rely on their expertise and professionalism and trust
that they'll deliver what our clients need, when they need it."

“We approached Horizon as a key business partner to handle all
queries for our campaign and act as the client facing arm through
call center services. The team was very effective and worked
tirelessly within a very short period of time to provide an impressive
solution that has proven our business model as a sustainable one. We
would recommend without hesitation their services to anyone
seeking an exceptional experience with a capable committed team."
Johann Marx, Director

Amy Shelton, Service Partner Program Manager

“British Child Care has been working on humanitarian projects for needy
children in some of the world’s poorest countries since 1990 and most of
our work has been done using telemarketing as a means to reach the public
arena. Due to increasing costs we have been looking for a country which
has good IT solutions in place and an educated work force. We found all
this in Kenya! After searching hard for a professional partner we found
that partnering with Horizon Contact Centers was the best solution.
HCC have a professional team who work wholeheartedly with us to get the
project boarded and help solve whatever challenges have arisen thus far.
As a humanitarian Charity based in UK, we are keen to bring down the
costs. Our partnership with Horizon Contact Centers has given us the best
possible solution from a Training and Operational perspective with massive
insights on how to run this great project flawlessly.That is why we intend
is to stay with BCC for years to come and ensure that Horizon are our
partners!”

Management Team
Horizon’s Management Team has a combined experience of over
60 years in the Outsourcing/BPO sector. They have collectively
implemented, operated and managed Contact Centers and BPO
in the U.K, U.S, South Africa, India and Kenya.

Sanjay Sikka - Chief Executive Officer
Ravi Kohli - Executive Director Business Development, Facilities &
Security

Nicholas Nganga - Director of IT, Analytics & BPM
Alice Muchugia - Business Leader - Transitions, Operations &QA
Catherine Nyagah - Head of Human Resources
Sohail Bhatti - Financial Controller

Rolf Janoy, Manager

“We continue to use Horizon Contact Centers for help building and
maintaining key aspects of our catalog content database. Their work
is accurate and done in a timely manner.”
David Jacobs, President
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Our Services

Training & Content Solutions

Horizon's products and service offerings cut across key
industry verticals. We have the capability to customize
our product and service offerings to suit the specific needs
of customers and provide an integrated solution for
diverse and geographically split processes.

Training management

Content & curriculum services

Training delivery

Strategic training assessment

Strategic training assessment

End to end from management of
the function, design delivery &
reporting.

Learning technology services

Solutions

Content Writing

Contact Center Solutions
Inbound

Copy Writing Service

Technical Writing

Editing-Proof Reading

Translation Service

Customer service,customer technical

Subscription services

support;multimedia–voice,e-mail,chat,sms

Sales Support

Catalog or Online Sales

Pre-Sales/Post-Sales & Order

Order Taking & Entry

Fulfillment

Reservations

Automated Messaging

Message Taking.

Help Desk services.

Accounts Payable Processing

Appointment Setting

Customer Relationship Management

Assets / Equipment Ledgers

Financial Reporting

Query Resolution

After-hours support

Bank Reconciliation

Financial Statements

Event scheduling

Documentation & Payment Queries

Billings

General Ledger Maintenance

Scheduling sales demos

Retention programs

Book Keeping

Mortgage Processing Services

Credit Card Processing

Payroll Processing

Speech Writing

Finance & Accounting
Financial Analysis

Outbound

Human Resources Solutions

Telemarketing lead management

Telephone and Web Based Business

Lead Generation / Qualification

Development.

Recruitment

Process Design & Communication

of telemarketing lead lists.

Up Sell / Cross Sell Campaigns.

Performance Management Systems

Benefits administration

Decision Maker Contacts.

Direct Mail Follow-up

Organization Design & Manpower Planning

Appointment Scheduling.

Seminar Population.

Debt Collection Services.

Surveys.

Database Selling.

Direct Sales B2C.

Market Intelligence.

Direct Sales B2B.

Product Promotion.

Analytics & Data Management
Date Entry, Verification and Validation

Queries

Appointment Setting.

Advanced analytics
Dashboards and visualization

Reporting
Marketing analytics

Research Surveys and Polling.

Promotions.

Business Research

Database marketing

Customer Satisfaction Surveys

E-mail Blasting.

Procurement

Add posting on web

Spend Analytics
Sourcing Support
Procurement Support

Collections
Early and Late Debt Collection

Order Entry

Accounts Receivables Analysis

Collections

Cash application and posting

Bank reconciliations

Customer account reconciliation

Management reporting
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IT Services

Industries

Level 1 - Consumer Support
Level 2 - Technical Support

Airline & Transport/ Travel & Tourism
Banking & Financial Services
Government & Public Sector
Publishing & Media
Pharmaceutical & CPG
Hi-tech & Electronics
Telecommunications
NGO's
Retail
Utilities
Energy
Manufacturing

Re-engineering
Quality Assurance
Quality Monitoring Speech Analytics
Customer Surveys
Customer experience consultation & Training
Quality Assurance Management
Quality Assurance Consultations & Training
Operational consulting

Workforce Management
Forecasting of workload and required staff
Integration of employees into the scheduling process
Management of working times and accounts
Analysis and monitoring of the entire process.
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Infrastructure &
Technology

Connectivity & Telecommunications

Horizon has a network of Leased & Managed Circuits between
Kenya, US and UK.
Infrastructure
Physical and logically redundant fiber links to ensure very high
up-times.
Facilities
Tier one multiple international telecommunications
Housed in a modern building in a secure business park, Horizon’s
providers.
facilities are uniquely designed to provide a conducive and
Level 3 international facilities in US and UK with high
spacious work environment. Overlooking the only National Park
availability.
in a City in the world; Nairobi National Park, our staff can have
Managed telecommunications services ensure high quality of
a relaxing view of the vast wild across from their chill out zones.
links.
Located next to Mombasa road, a drive to Jomo Kenyatta Airport
Voice Quality and security guarantees over private networks
is only 7 minutes away with the city center being 7km away.
There are a number of good hotels within a 2-8km distance Data & Network Security
giving our partners and clients excellent choice and
Data and network security is paramount for Horizon. We have
convenience for their business travel with easy and fast
implemented the following measures to save guard us from
accessibility to Horizon.
external and internal threats:
Secure profiles on the agent desktops which restrict
The facilities are in a secured compound with a perimeter fence,
application usage based on profiles
round the clock security, reliable power supply, sufficient water
supply, good road infrastructure.
Stringent password policies
DMZs and internal firewalls between other customers
Physical and Environmental Security
Internet filtering and web security
Change log: Alerts are sent hourly for all network
changes
Horizon Contact Centers is located in a secure ultra modern
business park with restricted access.
External firewalls with syslog servers that check for security
events
Our physical Security Team provides employees and visitors
identification and access limitations to the building to enhance Additionally, all file transfers are implemented using SFTP
its facility security.
(Secured File Transfer Protocol).
Horizon has an integrated access control system to monitor the
Horizon facility 24X7X365 days a year.
Secure areas for its operations and critical equipment
Horizon core network is based on Cisco, with:
Equipment Security is enhanced through the equipment
Cisco PIX firewalls
location and protection.
Cisco Core Network Infrastructure
Analysis and monitoring of the entire process.
VMware Infrastructure to provide virtual redundancy
MS Active directory for agent profile management
Power Infrastructure
McAfee antivirus
Our Power Management framework offers full redundancy to ensure
Client specific password expiration policy
optimal uptimes.
Internet access management system
It includes two redundant 250 KVA Power generators.
Strict vendor remote access policies (VPN, Avaya SAC/SSG
Our modular UPS System provides protection for all systems
server)
and power backup in case of a complete failure of the primary
VPN set-ups to restrict subnet access to client systems
and back-up capacity at full load.
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Technology

Workforce Management

Horizon has developed a centralized architecture that securely Horizon’s Workforce Management (WFM) software provides a
serves and manages our solution applications, reporting centralized platform for optimizing the performance of our
contact center, enabling us to forecast and plan more
systems, and data over a converged global IP network.
accurately and schedule more effectively. It supplies real-time
Horizon Technology
information allowing us to better manage the performance of
Exceptional voice, data and call center management solutions our agents and our client’s account. We have integrated our
WFM software seamlessly across our enterprise and hence
Redundant unified communication call center platform
Industry leading ACD, campaign scripting and call center automated many time- consuming and labor-intensive
processes.
applications technology
Horizon’s Workforce Management software gives our contact
Scalable and reliable processes and technology.
center total visibility into every area of operation, enabling us
An open, secure and reliable architecture
to deliver customer-winning service at the lowest possible
An integrated and comprehensive solution for tracking,
operating cost.
reporting and managing performance
An award- winning call recording platform to capture, record Performance Management
and log both voice and data interactions for multimedia Horizon’s performance management is tailored to meet the
unique needs of our client customer service offering for the
channels
contact center and other supporting functions. We have
Advanced workforce management software
designed and implemented our performance management
solution with in-depth knowledge of organizational needs,
This enables Horizon to deliver to our clients
equipping our business with cutting edge business intelligence
High quality services for our clients
superior to traditional business intelligence or other standard
A Global on- demand customer interaction platform
analytical and reporting tools.
A 360 degree performance of the contact center view
Agents can view their metrics for better self- management
Bespoke client campaign requirements
and performance improvement.
To maximizing the customer experience
Supervisors can spend less time reviewing performance data
Ability to gain valuable insight into the customer's interaction
and more time coaching agents.
that can help us and you improve performance
Executives can make faster, more accurate decisions with
dashboard visibility, allowing them to drill down into all
Call Center Platform Capabilities & Benefits
elements of the business, all the way to the
Skills-based call routing
Streamline and improve the employee appraisal and review
Full function Interactive Voice Response (IVR) for self service
process.
Sophisticated multi- channel contact management options
Access a variety of sales and performance data from multiple
(email, voice, fax and web)
sources in a single application.
Call recording for quality assurance
See near immediate results with a cost effective tool that
Detailed supervisor reporting
delivers a rapid, significant return on investment.
Screen popping - CTI integration
Horizon’s Performance Manager Platform is designed along
open standards enabling faster speed-to- market by
The benefits of these features allow us to have
integrating multiple data sources into one source. agent
Enhanced Productivity and customer service through
level.
advanced call management
Totally scalable and with the flexibility to handle changing
staff levels and call volumes
Home workers can be integrated
Improve interaction quality with call recording
Improved productivity through integration of email and web
based interaction

Our Technology Partners
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People
Our clients and our employees are the core of who we are and
why we do business. Our employees are committed to always
delivering exceptional results; in addition to championing our
values with a work culture which is committed to delivering
exceptional solution offerings to our clients.

Our Human Resources capability is based on our three
values:Innovation - We are creative, effective and efficient in our

solution offerings geared towards enhancing the growth and
competitiveness of our clients.

Recruitment
Horizon seeks and gets the best people with a commitment to
make them even better. Our recruitment process is designed to
give insights on an individual’s potential and match it to existing
profiles. We have refined this over time to enable us pick the
best fit of skills with a short turnaround time.
Horizon Contact Centers employs modern recruitment practices
based on best practices. The entire process is carried out in a
transparent manner with all activities being logged and tracked
through our portal. We have thus built a powerful database of
available skills set from potential candidates. Some of the steps
involved include:

Excellence – We are unequalled in technology, operational

Designing a job profile
Sourcing for candidates
Matching individuals profiles and short listing
Selection process through screening and interviewing
Pre-confirmation process

processes and our people; setting high industry standards.

Integrity – We are transparent in our dealings with staff,

customers & clients; and are uncompromising in our commitments.
In tandem with valuing our people we have invested in a modern
facility which includes a Bistro, door-to-door transfers for our
night shift staff, chill out zones and internet café for our
employees as well as provision for an Infirmary.

Work Culture
We have a work culture which is committed to delivering
exceptional solution offerings to our clients. Our employees are
equipped with the pre- requisite skills and resources with the
opportunity to advance themselves within Horizon Contact
Centers through career growth opportunities and continuous
development programs.

Horizon’s culture;

Training
Training takes many forms at Horizon to add value first to our staff
with the same reflecting through our service delivery. We have
invested in our people and continuously do so from established
individual and organizational needs. The underlying principle in our
training approach is increased value for every person.
Horizon has a modern training facility, applications, solutions and
interactive learning environments to enhance learning experience.
This includes a simulated learning environment, full multimedia audio visual fitted training rooms, thin client environments and other
learning solutions.

Transparency – We extend this culture to our clients by having As part of the training process, Horizon have qualified training
open and honest feedback channels for our employees.

personnel who incorporate the best techniques and impart them to

Teamwork – Individuals matter, they bring their own unique the new employees as well as providing strong peer support geared

contributions to a collective forum that creates synergies for a
winning team. This applies both for internal undertakings and
those for clients. Together, we are better and stronger.

at developing the individual.

Continuous development – Training, development and self
initiatives that drive growth both in career and personal growth
are encouraged and supported at Horizon. Innovation and
excellent performance is greatly reflected by people with
holistic outlook to life.
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Why Horizon?

Contact Us

A Cost Effective Offshore Alternative
Passionate, Innovative
and Highly Competent
Anglophone, Hospitable
Graduates

Get in touch with us to see how
you can benefit from our services

Virtual Zero Culture Gap
A Dedicated, Accredited
and Experienced Management
Team

Horizon Contact Centers Ltd
Gateway Park, Mombasa Road.
P.O. Box 3027-00506,
Nairobi, Kenya.
Tel: +254 (0) 20 698 7000
E-mail: info@horizoncontactcenters.com
www.horizoncontactcenters.com

Customisable Solutions To Every Scenario
Increase Revenue Streams

Reduce Costs

Improve Customer Experience

Spread Risks

A state of the art facility
Secure Premises with
Integrated Access Control
Accessible; Minutes from
the International Airport

Fully Redundant Power Backup
Large scalable capacity of
800+ seats; 24/7 On-Demand
Operations

Best of Breed Technology
Redundant Fiber Links

Fail Safe Mechanisms

High-end Data Centers

Proven Technical Expertise

Unified Contact Center
Management Platform
Multimedia Channel of
Communication

Intergrated Quality
and Scheduling Solution
Robust Performance
Management Capability

Our People Our Core
Employer of Choice; Focus
on Talent Development

Selective Recruitment,
High Retention

Our Values – Innovation,
Excellence and Integrity

Conducive Work Environment
Bistro, Chill out Zone for
Staff

Relentless Focus on Quality & Process Excellence
Focus on Value Creation not just work transfer

Continuous Improvement

Quality Assurance at all
levels

Benchmarking and Best in
Class
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